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COVID-19 IMPACT ON THE HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY
The Coronavirus disease (Covid-19) is a new infectious disease that emerged at the end of 2019 and
has since spread to over 216 countries and territories, with more than 4 million confirmed cases around
the globe (WHO Situation Report 117). Since the first identified case in Wuhan China, the virus has
rapidly spread across the global and on 11 March 2020 the World Health Organization (WHO) declared
the coronavirus outbreak a pandemic. Impacts of the virus are far-reaching and continue to ripple
throughout the world as businesses and people in their everyday lives get acclimated to their new
reality.
Without dispute, the one industry that is suffering the most immediate repercussions is the hospitality
and leisure industry. Hospitality is among the hardest hit due to fears of community spread through
travel and group environments.
As the phrase “social distancing” becomes a household term, many consumers are playing it safe and
staying at home, while some are attempting to continue typical day-to-day activities through restrictions.
Curfews, and in some countries full lockdowns, have created a precarious business climate for this
industry solely dependent on guests. As lockdowns and travel restrictions are lifted, travelers will be
making their decision to travel in some sense based on their personal safety from airport check in to the
sanitation standards in the resorts. It is therefore important for the establishment of a baseline standard
for all properties to follow without fail.
MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITY
It is to be noted that the FTO Guidelines provides detailed and robust requirements for our sector as it
relates to sanitation and managing infectious diseases. The following are baseline recommendations:
• Training and education are vital to protect ourselves is by education and knowing causes infections
and how to limit its spread.
•
•

Ensure that a training plan is in place for frequent training and at least once per quarter as
new information about the virus and its spread / control becomes available.
Ensure adequate signage in key areas / communication with partners, suppliers, staff and
guests, regarding regulations and polices related to the spread of infectious diseases.

• Each property should have a COVID-19 Emergency Response Policy naming an emergency first
responder and identifying key personnel and their respective responsibilities. It is recommended
that this team include the GM or designated senior manager and should at a minimum include
representatives from housekeeping, maintenance, food & beverage service, culinary, security,
recreation and sanitation.
• Conduct a workplace risk assessment to categorize job categories by risk level and institute
mitigation measures accordingly1.
• Identification of potentially vulnerable staff is recommended to ensure appropriate risk
management.
1
Considerations for Public Health and Social Measures in the Workplace in the Context of Covid-19. WHO, May 2020 https://
www.who.int/publications-detail/considerations-for-public-health-and-social-measures-in-the-workplace-in-the-context-of-covid-19
wwww.antiguahotels.org
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• Develop guidance on staff occupancy by area, adjusted shift system and staggered breaks for
staff.
• An established cleaning / sanitization of common areas is required as well as a system to ensure
that employees observe good personal hygiene such as frequency of hand washing and proper
sneeze and cough etiquette.
• An established maintenance plan that includes general facilities management, sanitation
guidelines234, strategies for air conditioning units, and considerations for improved ventilation.
Particular emphasis should be placed on water and waste management (liquid and solid).
• Establish a written policy governing the actions to be taken in the event of:
• Suspected or confirmed Covid-19 case in resort, to include in room quarantine and isolation
guidelines for guests5. Similarly, guidelines would be required to address suspected or
confirmed cases among employees.
• Establish internal and external reporting guidelines (Senior Management, Staff, Guests,
Ministry of Health).
TEAM MEMBERS RESPONSIBILITY
Training is a critical component to ensuring an understanding of and commitment to the “new norm”
policies are implemented and to be maintained. All employees returning to work post lock down must
be required to:
• Participate in minimum three (3) days training. Recommended day one covers state of the
industry, the science behind the spread and control of infectious diseases, new and established
best practices, hygiene and sanitation, PPE and proper usage, review of disciplinary action for noncompliance, and necessity to report any observed violations or operational gaps. The remaining
two days should be spent in their respective department undergoing hands on practical training
to ensure a full understanding of the guidelines/protocols and implications.
• Report immediately to Human Resources if the individual, a member of their household has had,
currently feeling unwell with like symptoms or they have been advised by MOH that they might
have been in contact with a suspected case.
• COMPLETE the DAILY health status certification form6, prior to leaving one’s domicile, and
accurately and honestly report any symptoms as described on the form. Confirm that they have
been trained and fully understand that any violation of the established guidelines will result in a
disciplinary action since the stakes in this matter could mean death! Sign off to file is required.

2
Cleaning and Disinfection of Environmental Surfaces in the Context of Covid-19. WHO Interim Guidance, May 2020 https://
www.who.int/publications-detail/cleaning-and-disinfection-of-environmental-surfaces-inthe-context-of-covid-19
3
List of Approved Disinfectant by the CDC https://www.epa.gov/pesticide-registration/list-n-disinfectants-use-against-sarscov-2
4
Cleaning and disinfecting your facility https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/disinfecting-building-facility.html?CDC_AA_refVal=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fcoronavirus%2F2019-ncov%2Fprepare%2Fdisinfecting-building-facility.
html
5
As per Sector Quarantine Guideline
6
CDC Health Check Tool (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/symptoms-testing/symptoms.html)
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FRONT DESK / RECEPTION LOBBY / CONCIERGE LOUNGES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Conduct an evaluation of guest upon arrival. At a minimum it should include the checking the
temperature of all arriving guests and looking for any respiratory issues such as a cough, runny
nose or shortness of breath. Large properties to explore the option of having a nurse on staff.
Entry to be fitted with alcohol-based hand sanitizing dispensers.
Depending on resort configuration, the re-positioning of public area furnishings to establish
larger separation in compliance with social distancing guidelines.
It is highly recommended that all properties explore and implement an online/mobile check-in
and check-out process to minimize contact and avoid guest congregating in lobby/reception area.
For large properties, establish a structured line system to ensure 2-meter (6ft) distancing can be
achieved (e.g. stripes / footprints on floor).
Introduce keyless room entry where possible but at minimum ensure that physical keys are
properly sanitized before being issued to guest and once returned to reception.
All equipment used by staff or guests should be disinfected between each use.
All restroom facilities within this area should be constantly sanitized based on occupancy and
usage.
Reduce cash transactions as well as the signing of individual tickets and room charges throughout
the property. Credit and Debit cards should be the preferred method of payment.
Explore ways to automate the arrival orientation. Consider walking all guests to their rooms and
conducting the orientation on the way as opposed to the front desk.
Face masks should be available and offered to guests who are without. Guest are encouraged to
wear a face covering when traversing the property where they are likely to be in close proximity
to staff and other guests. For beach activities where physical distancing requirements are met,
the wearing of a face covering would not be required.
Staff should wear resort approved face coverings while working.
The WHO advice on the use of face covering should be utilized as a guide7.

STAFF SERVICES / FACILITIES
•

•

•

Implement a process for checking the temperature of all employees at the point of entry to
property at the start of each shift and monitor for any respiratory issues such as a coughing, runny
nose or shortness of breath. Employees deemed unwell should not be allowed to work. Verify
that the employee self-certification has been completed and received prior to the employee
commencing work8.
Staff transportation supplier to be fully compliant with all standards provided by MOH regarding
max capacities on buses and must commit to ensuring frequent sanitization, particularly between
trips and that employees observe social distancing and wear a mask. Any breach should be
communicated to management.
Sanitization station at all clock in points, touchless sign in software should be utilized or at
minimum, disposable napkins and sanitizers should be in place for use where fingerprint time
clocks or manual sign in sheets are used.

7
Advice on the Use of Masks in the Context of Covid-19. WHO Interim Guidance, 6 April 2020. https://www.who.int/publications-detail/advice-on-the-use-of-masks-in-the-community-during-home-care-and-in-healthcare-settings-in-the-context-of-the-novel-coronavirus-(2019-ncov)-outbreak
8
CDC provides a self-check tool that may be utilized as guidance for staff (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/
symptoms-testing/symptoms.html)
wwww.antiguahotels.org
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Employees should change into their uniforms upon arrival on property. Staff should be discouraged
from wearing uniforms outside of the work setting.
On-site laundering may be implemented where possible, as well as the provision of appropriate
change facilities. These need to have running water (hot water as well) and adequate supply of
soap.
Staff restroom cleaning frequency should be increased based on the number of resort employees.
All departments should limit items being brought into guest areas by employees. Lockers or
a designated area for storage should be identified and frequently disinfected / sanitized at
minimum between shifts.
Cafeterias/Canteens should also be monitored to ensure social distancing. Install hand washing
station. For larger resorts, a scheduling system might be needed. Eliminate any self-service options.
Drinking glasses, plates and cutlery should be properly sanitized and handed to employees as
opposed to self-help. Cutlery should be single-wrapped.
Office layout / workspaces should be reviewed to ensure social distancing is achieved.
Staff gatherings should be limited but when convened should allow for social distancing.
Consideration should be given to postponing staff events such as awards luncheons, celebratory
dinners and social club events on resort.
Review of acceptable PPE per staff position / duties. At minimum, all employees should be
provided an adequate supply of washable and reusable masks.
Employee emergency contact information should be updated to include information on any
comorbidities that might make them susceptible to the virus.
Review of employment contracts in collaboration with the union with the view of including health
& safety focus / responsibility at properties where it might not already be included.
Management meetings should be held via Zoom, Microsoft team or other online platforms where
a meeting space to allow for social distancing and open-air facilities does not exist. Disciplinary
meetings when necessary should be kept to a minimum time period and in observance of social
distancing guidelines with appropriate PPE being utilized.
Cleaning standards, increased attention and frequency of cleaning should also be standardized
for staff restrooms.
Consider providing pay slips electronically via email or WhatsApp to avoid contact with physical
slips

HANDLING OF GUEST LUGGAGE & PORTER SERVICE
•
•
•
•
•

Luggage handles should be sanitized prior to handling. Staff are required to sanitize hands
immediately after assisting guests and to wash hands at the earliest opportunity thereafter.
Bags should be taken to the room and placed at the entrance door so as not to enter a guest
room in the absence of the guest. After the guest breaks the sanitization seal on the guest room,
bags may be placed in the room. On departure, the same standard should be followed.
Luggage storage rooms should only be accessed by authorized employees and not by guests.
Shuttles utilized to transport guests to their rooms or around the resort should be restricted to
persons in the same room or travelling together.
Transportation should be sanitized after moving each guest, paying attention to seats, seatbelts,
grab rails, doors, and windows9.

9
Cleaning and disinfection vehicles https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/organizations/disinfecting-transport-vehicles.html
6
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ELEVATORS, STAIRWAYS & PUBLIC AREAS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increased frequency of cleaning of elevator buttons based on the size occupancy of the resort.
The higher occupancy, the higher the frequency of cleaning.
Reduce riding capacity to persons travelling together.
Hand sanitizer should be readily available on each floor immediately outside the elevator.
Provide appropriate guest signage that details COVID-19 precautions.
Stairway handrails should be sanitized frequently, paying special attention to the most utilized
stairways, and those that are indoor.
Hand sanitizer should be readily available on property and offered to each guest room.

GUEST ROOMS 10
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Document and implement plan to achieve and maintain a higher level of cleaning in guest
rooms prior to reopening. Particular attention should be paid to light switches, toilet handles,
doorknobs, sliding door handles, kettles, in-room coffee machines, alarm clocks / radios, patio
furnishing and mini fridges.
Review of air conditioning maintenance to include steam cleaning of evaporator coil and rotary
wheel11.
Room amenities, if not possible to completely sanitized, should be discarded prior to a new guest
arrival.
Room disinfection to include steam cleaning of drapes, carpets, rugs and soft furnishing. Detailed
cleaning of all surfaces and high touch areas as well as a comprehensive review of standards in
rooms to be completed and monitored daily by the Executive Housekeeper. Records must be
kept for sanitization of each room on every occasion.
Covered waste bins should be provided and fitted with a plastic liner.
Suggest the removal of any extra linen i.e. blankets, throw pillows, decorative throws, bed shirting,
etc. Where these remain, they must be replaced or thoroughly cleaned after each check out.
Recommend eliminating printed hotel material and accessories in rooms such as resort directories,
tours and excursions flyers as well as pens & notepads. Instead utilize a digital option to provide
information to guests. Where magazines and stationery remain based on contract, these should
be replaced after each check out.
Minimize delivery of extra amenities / daily mini bar restocking to rooms by concierge and
other staff thereby reducing the need for multiple room entries. Place items on esthetic table or
receptacle outside entry door.
Toilet paper rolls, used facial tissue and amenities left in room after departure must be discarded
using safety guidelines.
Employees should not be permitted to accept used personal items given as a gift. These must be
discarded.

10
Guidance for Cleaning and Disinfection. CDC, 2020 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/reopen-guidance.html
Guidelines for Infection Control in Health-Care Facilities. CDC, 2003 https://www.cdc.gov/infectioncontrol/guidelines/environmental/
index.html
11
This mode of transmission has not been demonstrated. However, enhanced maintenance guidance should be contemplated
particularly in an infected guest is confirmed.
wwww.antiguahotels.org
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PUBLIC FACILITIES
•
•

•

•
•
•

Pool / Beach Attendant may be necessary to monitor social distancing rules such as limiting the
number of persons in a pool at any given time.
Eliminate the touch point of employees issuing beach / pool towels. Self-service huts should be
implemented, or towels may be placed in guest room. A clearly identifiable, lined bin should be
set up for used towels and a designated employee wearing full protective gear should remove
used towels in plastic bags. Dependent on the location of the huts, appropriate markers for
collection spot could be used. Bin / Cart used to transport used linen should be cleaned after
each use.
Public area cleaners must wear protective gear to include disposable aprons and disposable
gloves12. Increase focus on the cleaning and sanitizing of door handles, light switches, faucets,
etc. The frequency of cleaning recommended is every 20-30 minutes, depending on the size and
occupancy of the property.
Restroom should have adequate soap, preferably hands-free dispensers. Signage should be
prominently displayed advising guests of the necessity of washing their hands.
Hand sanitizers should be available in all public areas.
Pool and beach lounges should be cleaned and sanitized after each use having been set up in
designated areas to promote social distancing.

LAUNDRY OPERATIONS1314
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All attendants must wear full protective gear to include disposable aprons and gloves.
All laundry facilities must have the capability of washing linen at minimum 60 degrees C using
detergents and sanitizing agents and facilities must be sanitized daily at the start and end of
service.
The flow of linen should be organized to ensure there is no chance of clean and dirty linen coming
in contact with each other.
Dedicated hand washing and sanitizing station must be available in this area and access to the
laundry should be significantly limited to essential team only.
Special care should be given to treatment of personal guest laundry. Laundry for guest of different
rooms must never come in contact with each other or with hotel linen. Perhaps consideration
should be given to putting this service on hold.
Laundry staff uniforms must be changed before leaving property and must be laundered daily.
Provision of specially marked bags (Bio hazard) for linen and other clothing items that are
potentially contaminated for guests displaying signs and symptoms of COVID-19 or that been
contaminated with blood or faeces.
Mops, cleaning clothes, etc. should be soaked in an approved disinfectant solution before being
used and between uses.

12
Handwashing rules should be strictly adhered to.
13
Guidelines for Infection control in Health-Care Facilities. CDC, 2003.
Guidance for Cleaning and Disinfection. CDC, 2020.
14
See previously referenced guidance on the cleaning and disinfecting of facilities, which includes guidance on laundry facilities.
8
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ACTIVITIES AND RECREATIONS15
•
•
•
•
•
•

All in-resort activities that involve meeting in large groups at close proximity, where social
distancing cannot me maintained, should be temporarily suspended. All activities should be
reviewed based on whether the organizer can realistically achieve social distancing.
External tours and excursions should be considered based on the tour company’s safety record,
COVID-19 plan in place and strictly adhering to social distancing guidelines by reducing their
capacities.
Independent Car Rental operators with a presence in the resorts must provide a written plan of
their policies to mitigate any spread prior to operating and must be in compliance with all MOH
guidelines.
Evening entertainment would require review and should be restricted to events that can ensure
adequate physical distancing and should be conducted outdoors.
Indoor late-night discos / clubs should be suspended.
Kids Club activities should be reviewed and amended based on the type of activity.

FOOD & BEVERAGE OUTLETS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

HACCP is the leading standard on food safety and should be adopted in all aspects of the F&B
operation which already establishes the benchmarks for sanitation and food & beverage safety.
This needs to be implemented in all operations and periodically monitored by MOT / MOH.
Dining areas to be reorganized to achieve social distancing ensuring seating is minimum 6ft
between tables, or seat guests so that they are not closer than 6 feet from other guests.
Dining should be restricted to well-ventilated or outdoor areas.
Suggest the elimination of self-service buffets, coffee and beverage stations, sandwich, cookie
stations, etc.
Hand sanitizers to be installed at the entrance to all F & B outlets.
Review workflow and implement a strategy to reduce the cluster of employees at any given time
by creating new shifts.
Reduce the use of printed menus where possible but at a minimum, these should be cleaned and
sanitized before being given to another guest.
Menus may be posted or displayed for the benefit of guests;
Consider electronic delivery of menus to guests. Apps may be developed that outline hotel
services.
Where possible, eliminate tablecloths and ensure table surfaces and chairs are cleaned & sanitized
before turned over to another guest using a food grade sanitizer and disposable napkin or cloth.
Eliminate or at a minimum sanitize all tabletop settings to include S&P shakers, condiment
holders, etc. to avoid any cross contamination.
Eliminate self-service ice machines.
Where guest aids are used, highchairs, boosters, etc. these should be sanitized after each use.
Detailed cleaning and sanitizing of all restaurants and outlets must be done at the end of each
service period.

15
Detailed guidance may be developed based on measure implemented by Governmental authorities. https://www.interiorhealth.ca/YourEnvironment/TattooPiercingTanningHair/Documents/COVID-19%20Guidance%20for%20Gyms%20and%20Fitness%20
Centres%20-%2014May2020.pdf
wwww.antiguahotels.org
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RETAIL SPACES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Staff occupancy should be reviewed to ensure adequate physical distancing.
Disinfection and sanitation guidelines should be adhered to.
Hand sanitizing station to be placed at the entrance of the outlet.
Where retail operations are managed or operated by third party, their employees should be
compliant with the resort standards for cleanliness, wellness and wear the appropriate PPE.
Markers should be utilized to denote standing distance outside and at check-out points.
Manage and control number of persons in store at once. Based on the size of the outlet, number
of guests should be limited, and policy should be clearly communicated.
Fitting room should be discontinued or closed. Items fitted by a guest but not purchased must be
steam cleaned.

SPA & FITNESS CENTERS16
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Due to the close contact needed for spa treatments, it is recommended that services are limited
or suspended for the immediate future.
Saunas, whirlpool, etc. operation would require a full review to ensure monitoring, cleaning and
sanitizing between each guest use.
Depending on the size of the hotel, fitness Center if not already manned, should have an employee
assigned to clean equipment after each use. Guests should be required to wash their hands prior
to using any equipment and hand sanitizers in place. For small facilities, frequent sanitization
should occur, and sanitizer should be available for guests to sanitize equipment themselves.
Fitness equipment should be reorganized to ensure 6 ft between each equipment or limit use of
multiple equipment in close proximity to each other.
Yoga, Pilates and other fitness classes should limit the number of participants per class to effect
social distancing based on the space being used.
Self-serve drinking water dispensers to be removed. Individual drinking water bottles only.
Ventilation within the facility should be increased.

SAFETY & SECURITY
• Internal & contracted Security officers must adhere to social distancing protocols of 6 feet.
• Hygiene and sanitization measures must be outlined in security booth/stations / provided to
contractors for staff compliance.
• All equipment and implements (phones, portable radios, walkie-talkies, batons, etc.) used by
security must be completely sanitized before shift change.
• All Security booth must be outfitted with hand sanitizing station(s).
• Security offices must be outfitted with required PPE.
• Security must exercise required physical distancing during bag checks, avoiding touching as much
as possible.

16

Further guidance may be developed for gyms and fitness centers based on advice given in footnote 15.
10
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WAREHOUSE / STORES
• Suppliers must remain in their vehicles as much as possible. Where there is need to exit, they
must undergo temperature checks and wear proper PPE including masks.
• Suppliers should not be allowed inside the receiving area / inside general stores
• Staff must wear PPE’s and maintain physical distancing to receive food and beverages items from
suppliers.
• Establish an area for fruit and vegetables to be washed and sanitized upon receipt from supplier
and before being stored.
• All suppliers must be provided a copy of the resort “safe food” policy and should be required to
acknowledge receipt of and understanding of resort protocols in writing.
• Implement proper scheduling to reduce congregation of suppliers at any given time.
SPECIAL EVENTS
• Meeting and conventions should be put on hold.
• Any resort with a disco, night club or any enclosed / air conditioned entertainment spaces should
not operate these venues
• Families/groups traveling for weddings, traveling together or part of the same group etc. should
be required to limit their number to max as recommended by MOH guidelines for any event.
HOSPITALITY & GENERAL CHANGES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All hurricane & emergency contingency plans must be updated to reflect our “new norm”.
Hoteliers must have clear knowledge of new shelters and guidelines.
Tour operator partners who provide rep service must be subject to the same screening process
and should no longer conduct meetings with groups. Masks must be worn during each interaction
with guests.
External visitors to the resort such be minimized. By appointment only, if absolutely necessary.
Supplier payments should be paid via direct deposit to avoid contact with cheque or cash.
Certified first responders on resort will need to undergo additional training to handle suspected
Covid-19 guests.
Review of Liability issues with individual insurance providers if guest becomes ill in resort.
Review / establish policy on employee medical treatment if they become ill as a result of exposure
to a suspected / confirmed Covid-19 guest.
First Aid kits should be updated to include face masks, shields, extra gloves, etc.
Administration and office spaces should be reviewed for safety compliance.

wwww.antiguahotels.org
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SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT
The likely generation of potentially hazardous waste necessitates the enhancement of existing policies
with respect to waste management and/or the proper implementation of existing guidance. To this end,
the following basic requirements should be adhered to:
• All waste containers should be fitted with lids and lined with an appropriate plastic liner.
• Potentially hazardous waste from suspected positive Covid-29 guests should be clearly identifiable.
• External waste collection area should be adequately protected and managed to prevent spillage
of waste or damage by pests and animals17.
• Waste collection routine should be adhered to and waste should not be allowed to accumulate.
• Cleaning and sanitation procedures should be adhered to and approved detergents and sanitizers
utilized for effectiveness.
• Waste contractor should be adequately advised as to the policies in relation to the handling and
removal of waste.
• Liaise with Waste Management Authority to ensure that measures are in place to ensure that
transported waste is delivered to disposal site.
SEWAGE MANAGEMENT18
There has been no evidence to date that Covid-19 is transmissible through sewerage or faecal matter.
However, due to the presence of the Coronavirus in faeces, and its detection in sewage, a level of risk is
contemplated. It would be prudent to ensure the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Wastewater treatment plants are operating optimally.
Optimized aeration and retention times are adhered.
Improved maintenance regime.
Final disinfection is optimized, and efficacy determined through testing and record keeping.
Irrigation practices that utilize reclaimed water are reviewed to ensure that undue contact with
drift spray from irrigation systems is minimized.
• Wastewater treatment personnel are provided with appropriate PPE during the course of their
duties.
DRINKING WATER RESOURCES
The spread of Coronavirus through potable water supplies has not been demonstrated, and there are
no specific guidelines in the context of Covid-19. It remains prudent that water sources are adequately
protected from extraneous sources of contamination and that routine disinfection practices are
maintained.

17
What waste collectors and recyclers need to know https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/organizations/
waste-collection-recycling-workers-h.pdf
18
https://www.who.int/publications-detail/water-sanitation-hygiene-and-waste-management-for-covid-19
12
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Health and Safety
Protocols for

Restaurants

Enhanced Operational Guidelines In A Post
Covid-19 Environment
Antigua Barbuda Hotels & Tourism Association
E-mail: ahta@candw.ag

1

Guidelines for Restaurants
Standard food safety and HACCP guidelines should be in place and constitute the core practices
necessary to ensure that risk of food-borne illness is minimized.
The following general measures should be implemented for general dining:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reservations for all service (breakfast, lunch, dinner) to control the flow of guests (this could be
relaxed over time when the circumstances are less critical if preferred).
Reservation clerk should advise guest of dining protocols when taking booking.
Consider providing menu through electronic means.
Reservations to be controlled in order to allow for adequate physical distancing. A 50%
occupancy level should be utilized.
Hand sanitization should be indicated to every guest upon entry. Additionally, guests should be
encouraged to the washrooms to wash hands prior to dining.
High touch surfaces should be frequently sanitized.
Cash transactions should be discouraged. Credit/Debit cards should be sanitized prior to use.
A limitation should be placed on the number of diners at each table. A maximum of 4-6 should
be contemplated.
Seating should be arranged to ensure a minimum of 6ft between tables.
Outdoor dining should be encouraged to ensure physical distancing as well as adequate
dissipation of aerosols generated by individuals during normal discourse.
Increase ventilation rate within the restaurant. Should it be possible to provide service utilizing
natural ventilation without air conditioning, this would be preferred.
Signage to be displayed at every outlet to remind patrons to be respectful of social distancing
as far as possible and practical in a restaurant and bar setting. Signage should act as safeguard
to remind guests to be respectful of employee spacing and ensure that the staff may be more
socially reserved that pre Covid.
Eliminate guest self-service on all buffet and bar operations. All stations to be live meaning only
the dedicated staff member handling utensils etc, no self-service by guest.
Single-use wipes to be available for “transactional touchpoints” such as but not limited
to menus, pens, bill presenters, card machines etc and public area devices such as coffee
machines, which must be supervised.
Provision for additional sanitizing of hands for front line service staff to avoid front of house to
front of house as well as front of house to back of house cross contamination.
Service team to wear a mask as all times.
The use of table linen should be restricted where possible. Single use napkins should be utilized
preferably.
If cloth napkins and table covers are to be used, ensure that staff conducting removal are
adequately clad and aerosol-generating activity is minimized.
Ensure proper sanitization of tables and chairs between guests.
Linen should be temporarily stored in covered, lined bins.
Laundry service for linen should utilize approved disinfectants and water temperature.
Laundry area should be frequently disinfected.

2
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Further considerations for Employees
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conduct temperature checks on employees prior to start of shift.
Ensure that self-examination is conducted and reported. Encourage frequent self-monitoring1.
Require that employees report on potentially ill individuals within their care.
Encourage physical distancing of employees.
Face coverings should be worn at all times.
Encourage frequent hand washing, particularly after coughing or sneezing, eating or using the
restroom.
Discourage toughing of eyes, nose and mouth.
Ensure proper coughing and sneezing etiquette.
Ensure adequate supply of disposable face tissue to be utilized for coughing and sneezing.
Discourage sharing of personal items among staff.
Staff uniforms should be laundered at work if possible, and a change of clothes is
recommended prior to commencing shift.

Delivery of Supplies
1. Suppliers must remain in their vehicles as much as possible. Where there is need to exit, they
must undergo temperature checks and wear proper PPE including masks.
2. Suppliers should not be allowed inside the receiving area / inside general stores
3. Staff must wear PPE’s and maintain physical distancing to receive food and beverages items from
suppliers.
4. Establish an area for fruit and vegetables to be washed and sanitized upon receipt from supplier
and before being stored.
5. All suppliers must be provided a copy of the resort “safe food” policy and should be required to
acknowledge receipt of and understanding of resort protocols in writing.
6. Implement proper scheduling to reduce congregation of suppliers at any given time.

Food Pick-up and Delivery Services
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure time and temperature guidelines are strictly adhered to.
Ensure frequent handwashing and sanitization.
Delivery implements should be frequently washed and sanitized.
Pick-up zones should be clearly identified and encourage physical distancing.
Physical distancing should be adhered to upon delivery.
Face covering should be worn by staff during pick-up and delivery.
As much as practicable, utilize disposable items for delivery service.
Used items should be appropriately handled by staff as prescribed above.

Waste Management
General waste management practices should be adhered to, as outline in the above guidance.
1
CDC provides a self-check tool that may be utilized as guidance for staff (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/symptoms-testing/symptoms.html).
wwww.antiguahotels.org
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All Excursion/Tours service providers will be required to pass a Post Covid-19 inspection
before operations can be resumed. Inspections and training will be carried out by the
Central Board of Health and certificates of clearance will be given upon successful
completion.
1. Facility Certification Requirements
1.1. Documentation of Standard Operating Procedures as outline below:
• Sanitization of all vehicles, vessels and equipment1
• Safety & Security
• Food safety & handling
• Compliance procedures
• Toilet facilities
• Waste management
2. General Guidelines
• Vehicles, vessels and equipment must be kept clean and sanitized before, during and after

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

each passenger trip using chemicals identified as effective against the SARS-CoV-2 virus and
approved by Health authorities2.
Operators are required to install adequate signage and other physical demarcations at
various points including arrival stations, boarding areas, and on the vessel.
Employees and guests should be encouraged to wash hands frequently.
Operators must provide passengers with access to hand sanitizers at various points
including arrival and boarding areas.
A clean-in-place guideline should be developed for toilet facilities and adequate hand
washing provided.
Toilets must be disinfected after each use.
Physical distancing rules should be strictly adhered to and appropriate face covering
utilised in instances where physical distancing is unlikely3.
Handrails and other high touch surfaces should be frequently sanitised with an alcoholbased sanitizer or other approved disinfectant.

3. Safety & Security
• All guests and staff are required to complete temperature screening before boarding or
•
•
•
•

arriving at tour/excursion sites.
The use of masks, sunglasses, specs or visors to be worn by guests and crew during tours
but not while swimming, snorkelling or diving, or when sufficiently distanced.
Billing should be carried out with credit or debit card payment ONLY during Phase One. No
cash transactions will be allowed.
Improve ventilation or encourage natural ventilation.
Seating should be arranged to ensure 6 feet physical distancing.

1
Disinfecting your non-Emergency Vehicle. CDC https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/organizations/disinfecting-transport-vehicles.html
2
List of Approved Disinfectants. EPA https://www.epa.gov/pesticide-registration/list-n-disinfectants-use-against-sars-cov-2
3
General Guidance for the Transportation Sector. CDC https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/daily-life-coping/using-transportation.html
wwww.visitantiguabarbuda.com
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4. Food Handling & Safety
• Where possible, food should be pre-packed and served to guest to minimise gathering at
•
•
•
•
•

food service areas.
Disposable utensils should be utilised.
Waste should be disposed of in lined, covered receptacles.
Waste should be disposed of after each session/tour.
Food should be cooked to safe core temperature and maintained appropriately in
accordance with HACCP guidelines.
Hot and cold holding guidelines should be strictly adhered to.

5. Compliance
• All Operators must have a document audit process to ensure compliance with established

protocols.
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The guidelines in this document development is to support Tourism
Retailers in reducing the risk of transmission of COVID-19 in their
businesses while ensuring stellar customer service. Guidelines will
be updated if/when additional information becomes available and
are to be implemented by Tourism related retail stores, Kiosks and
stalls where applicable.
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Deliveries and packing of supplies
•
•
•
•
•

Delivery personnel must wear masks1 and practice social distancing.
All supplies arriving in boxes are to be place in storage by personnel with gloves.
Limit the use of cardboard boxes for storage.
Storerooms and warehouse areas should be cleaned and sanitized frequently2.
AC units should be checked and cleaned in keeping with manufacturer guidelines.

Workspaces and tools
• Businesses should follow cleaning and disinfecting practices described in the Government issued
Workplace Guidelines, and should:
• Keep a log of daily cleaning.
• Regularly clean and disinfect surfaces and equipment.
• Frequently clean and sanitize washrooms.
• Discourage sharing of stationery such as pens, pencils etc.
• Shopping baskets (if provided) should be disinfected between patron use.
• Surfaces in change rooms should be cleaned and disinfected after each use.
• Consider options that minimize the risk of spread when trying on garments, jewelry, footwear
etc.
• If trials are permitted products should be sanitized between patron use
• Encourage customers to sanitize hands before trying on clothing.
• Store / Kiosks / Stall Manager should keep and monitor an inventory of personal protective equipment
to ensure that there is an adequate supply to workers if required.
• Use disposable cleaning materials such as wipes or similar products.
• Air conditioning units should be serviced and cleaned in keeping with manufacturers guidelines.
• AC units should be fitted with appropriate filters.
• Where possible, increase ventilation rate within occupied spaces3.
• Consider the use of UV disinfection on air handler units or ceiling mounted units to provide improve air
sanitization.
• High efficiency particulate air filtration (HEPA) may be used to reduce airborne particulates.

1. WHO Infographic on the use of fabric masks. https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/advice-for-public/
when-and-how-to-use-masks
2. CDC guidance on cleaning and disinfection. https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/clean-disinfect/index.html
3. ASHRAE Guidance on Airborne Infectious Disease. https://www.ashrae.org/File%20Library/About/Position%20Documents/
Airborne-Infectious-Diseases.pdf
4
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Store Layout and Patron Flow
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
		

Advisory signage should be placed at entry doors, surfaces of kiosk/stalls around all entries and
throughout the store outlining policies and procedures such as:
• Physical distancing expectations
• Hand hygiene
• Coughing and sneezing etiquette
• Cleaning and disinfection practices
• Wearing of masks.
If possible, stores should have a Welcoming Host to advise guests of expectations
Hand sanitizer containing at least 70% alcohol should be available at the following locations:
entrances, exits, change rooms, and checkout counters.
Where possible, consider directing guests flow into and within the store (e.g., one point of entry
and exit, identify guests flow throughout the store with signage).
Consider limiting the number of guests allowed in the store at any given time.
Carefully and gently encourage guests to exit the business as quickly as possible following their
purchase or on completion of their visit.
Encourage pickup for online purchases in designated areas.
Within larger- walk-through stores (1100 sq. ft and above), shop furniture and fixtures should be
streamlined to encourage steady and efficient flow of guests at a safe distance.
Within smaller stores (less then 1000 sq. ft), the same principle may apply. However, a limited
number of guests should be permitted at the same time to encourage safe distancing.
At Kiosk and stalls, social distance should always be practice , markings should be placed around the
kiosk or stall to encourage adequate physical distancing.

Point of Sales
•

•
•
•

Take precautions at the point of sale to reduce transmission.
• Physically distance cashiers from guests or install physical barriers.
• Create markers to indicate where guests should stand while waiting in line to maintain
physical distance.
• Space out cash counters when possible.
• Ensure gloves are available for workers handling cash4.
Consider installation of software and equipment to support contactless payments.
Offer and encourage online or telephone orders with delivery or pick-up services as alternatives
to in-person shopping.
Update return policies to prevent the risk of transmission of COVID-19 to workers, volunteers and
patrons. This may include:
• Where feasible eliminate the opportunity for return purchased goods (i.e. final sale only),
• Clean (or) disinfect hard surfaces prior to placing returned goods for inspection prior to
placing back onto the sales floor.

4. Gloves may still lead to the spread of germs and should not be used in place of proper hand washing.
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Guest Protection and interaction
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Employees must always practice proper hygiene and grooming standards.
A supply of disposable masks should be kept in storage for guests who do not have.
Guest should sanitize upon entry into the store and prior to making contact with products.
Encourage customers to avoid unnecessary handling of products.
Beauty Ambassadors / Sales Associates should use single applicators only, remove all other brushes.
Employees should be trained to provide stellar customer service while practicing social distancing.
Consider branded face shields for customer facing employees.
Encourage contactless payments.

Staff Protection5
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Workers should be screened daily for COVID-19 symptoms e.g. temperature checks.
Businesses should have a plan to ensure that any worker or patron who has any COVID-19 symptom
is not permitted into the workplace.
Ensure staff are trained on hygiene, sanitation, customer service and any updated policies or
procedures related to preventing transmission of COVID-19.
Encourage proper hand hygiene and coughing and sneezing etiquette.
Discourage touching of the face.
Ensure employees have access to hand sanitizer as required.
Schedule hand washing breaks where possible.
Ensure staff wear masks, it is a government’s mandatory requirement.
Stagger staff arrival and departure times, lunch times, breaks and meetings to reduce the
number of workers in one place at a given time.
Designate lockers and storage spaces to individual workers.
Staff should launder uniforms after every shift.
Business must follow existing occupational health and safety (OHS) requirements.

5. Top 10 Tips to Ensure Employee Health. https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/guidance-small-business.html
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COVID-19 PROTOCOLS FOR OPERATING VENDORS MALL
Operational Guidelines
The Vendors Mall will operate on a daily basis and each vendor will operate daily. In instances where the
vendor has an alternate employee, only one person is allowed to operate at the booth at a given time.
In order to operate there are expectations of the vendors which are outlined in the following protocols:

PROTOCOLS
Each stall should be equipped with:
•
Hand sanitizer containing at least 70% alcohol base.
•
Masks. A supply of disposable masks should be kept in storage for guests who do not 			
have.
•
Disposable cleaning tools such as wipes or similar products.
•
Disinfectants
•
Gloves
•
Utilize hand sanitizer units available at the following places: entrances, exits, common 			
areas, public bathrooms.
•
Control flow of customers into and within the VM (e.g., one point of entry and exit, 			
identify customer flow through signage).
•
Consider limiting the number of guests allowed in the store at any given time to two 			
customers per stall.
•
Carefully and gently encourage customers to exit the booths as quickly as possible 			
following their purchase or on completion of their visit.
•
At Kiosk and stalls, social distance should always be practiced,
•
Markings should be place around the kiosk or stall to encourage safe distances
•
Vendors must always practice proper hygiene and grooming standards
•
Vendors should ensure that customers sanitize upon entry into the Vendors Mall and 			
prior to making contact with products.
•
Vendors should be trained to provide exceptional customer service while practicing 			
social distancing
•
No alternate allowed while the tenant operates.
Signage should be placed at entry doors, surfaces of kiosk/stalls signaling:
•
Physical distancing (six feet apart)
•
Hand hygiene
•
Coughing and sneezing etiquette
•
Cleaning and disinfection practices
•
Wearing of masks. No masks no service.
•
Encourage customers to sanitize hands before trying on clothing
•
Use disposable cleaning tools such as wipes or similar products
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Responsibility of the Landlord
• Provide hand-washing stations and hand sanitizer units in common areas and bathrooms.
• Provide frequent updates about the virus and other pertinent information. If necessary, provide
training at least once per quarter as new information becomes available.
• Provide adequate signage in key areas for communication with vendors, suppliers, staff and customers
regarding regulations and policies to the spread of infectious diseases.
• A COVID-19 Emergency Response Policy naming an emergency first responder and identifying key
personnel and their respective responsibilities. A member of the Vendors association will form part
of this team.
• An established maintenance plan that includes general facilities management, sanitation guidelines
strategies for air conditioning units, and considerations for improved ventilation. Particular emphasis
should be placed on water and waste water management (liquid and solid).
• Regular cleaning of public spaces to include bathrooms and common areas to prevent the spread of
the virus.
• Review liability insurance coverage in light of COVID-19.
• Re-positioning of booths to establish larger separation in compliance with social distancing guidelines.
• Store / Booth/ Stall Manager should keep and monitor an inventory of personal protective equipment
to ensure that workers always have access to appropriate protective equipment if required.
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